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INFORMATION 

About the "Legal Tech" laboratory of the Center of Legal Initiatives and Innovations of the 

Tashkent State University of Law 

 

The “Legal Tech” laboratory at the Center of Legal Initiatives and Innovations was 

organized in accordance with point 33 of the Roadmap for further improving the activities of 

TSUL by PD No.UP-5987 dated April 29, 2020 "On additional measures to radically improve 

legal education and science in the Republic of Uzbekistan ". 

This laboratory serves as a center for business incubation and acceleration of start-up 

projects at the university. The laboratory constantly monitors the development and 

achievements in the field of information technology, including technical solutions that can be 

used in the development of information and legal technologies and systems; ensuring the 

development of information and legal technologies. The purpose of this laboratory is to awaken 

students' interest in information technology and systems and to attract them to this area. 

To introduce and commercialize new developments in 2021, the following 7 start-up 

(pilot) projects were created: 

- The "Legal City" platform and its mobile application were created (domains 

HuquqiyShahar.uz, LegalCity.Uz and LegalCity.Uz). 

- The site "Adlex.Uz" was created to create a unified register of legal services in the 

country. 

The platform ranks law firms, notaries and legal advice providers and updates it every six 

months. At the same time, on this platform, citizens will be able to obtain information about 

government agencies and departments, including the address of each government agency, 

working days and receptions, and contact information. 

The platform also provides fee-based services, with citizens being the first to find 

information about fee-based law firms when they search for a law firm on the platform. 
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- The aliment.uz platform has been created, which has an application for collecting 

alimony and alimony calculator. This will create a completed application for plaintiffs and 

download it to a computer for filing with the court. 

- In order to increase the international rating of the University "SDG-TSUL.Uz", a portal 

was created on 17 indicators of the Sustainable Development Goals (Sustainable Development 

Goals). 

- An online library library.tsul.uz University has been created. Through this system, you 

can read legal literature in electronic form. 

- The “s-library” project (domain s-library.uz) was launched, providing legal translation 

and additional paid services of the information resource center. 

As part of the project, a scientific translation website was created and a team of student 

translators was formed. As a commercial mechanism, it is possible to pay for services through 

Payme. 

- The portal "b4u.uz" (Business for You) was created. It provides businesses and the public 

with information about business news, benefits, and legislation. 

Currently, work is underway to effectively implement start-up projects. To attract students 

to this activity and form project groups in accordance with the portfolio of startups, 

announcements were posted on the official website of TSUL and on social networks. As a 

result, a resident base of the laboratory was formed, consisting of more than 40 students. 

 


